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CCTV exposes truth in failed personal
injury cases brought against Go North
East

A Magpies fan who claimed a debilitating neck injury suffered on a bus forced
him away from his refuse collection job for two weeks has had his case
rejected by Gateshead County Court.

Seeking damages from Go North East, the father-of-two was a bus passenger
returning home from a Newcastle United match when the vehicle he was
travelling in reversed at walking pace into the windscreen of another bus
behind it.

http://www.gonortheast.co.uk


Defended for Go North East by solicitors Ward Hadaway, the Judge rejected
the case thanks to on-board CCTV, showing no movement of the man’s neck
that could have caused any injury.

In a separate action recently brought against the award-winning bus
company, a young lady reported she hit her head on a seat in front when a Go
North East driver was forced to brake sharply to avoid a cyclist that had
pulled across its path.

CCTV footage failed to corroborate her story and the case was withdrawn
against Go North East shortly before trial.

The two complaints are the most recent successfully defended by the region’s
largest bus operator, where on-board technology has provided vital evidence
to quash spurious allegations.

Go North East managing director Kevin Carr said: “Our buses travel over 35
million miles every year and we’re extremely proud of our safety record. If an
incident happens, our first priority is the safety of our customers.

“It is saddening that a compensation culture has bred dishonest claims of
personal injury, which increases operating costs and impacts on our
commitment to providing our customers with value for money travel. Our
significant investment in our fleet has equipped vehicles with the very latest
technology, which means we can – and will - fight fraudulent allegations
that are caught on camera.”

Paul Hughes of solicitors Ward Hadaway, which acted for Go North East,
added: "Changes to the rules around costs in road traffic injury claims mean
that losing claimants typically do not pay their opponent's costs. This results
in increasing numbers of weak claims brought by those who think they may
as well 'have a go'. These latest cases show that it pays to defend
fundamentally dishonest claims that continue to threaten transport
companies.”

Ward Hadaway’s Chris Smith added: "Many passenger transport companies
and other fleet operators have large insurance excesses meaning that the
costs of improper claims come straight off their bottom line."
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